Mesopotamia Portfolio Checklist

At the end of the Mesopotamia Unit, you will be turning in all of the following papers, assignments, and mini-projects. All of these papers should be correctly completed and in the proper order listed below in your Mesopotamia folder. This portfolio will be worth 1600 points, and it is your responsibility to hold onto each paper and turn them in at the end of the unit. Your portfolio should contain all of the following:

1.) ____/50 Mesopotamian Graphic Organizer & General Introduction to Mesopotamia
2.) ____/50 Ancient Civilizations for Children: Vocabulary & Questions
3.) ____/25 Geography of Mesopotamia
4.) ____/25 Mapping Mesopotamia
5.) ____/25 Mesopotamian Government
6.) ____/25 Hammurabi Part I
7.) ____/50 Hammurabi Part II (Hammurabi’s Code)
8.) ____/50 Daily Life
9.) ____/50 Art and Culture
10.) ____/100 Trade, Economy, and Artisans
11.) ____/50 Religion and The Gods & Goddesses of Mesopotamia
12.) ____/50 Cuneiform Writing
13.) ____/50 Achievements and Inventions
14.) Project Options:
     ____/1000 Mesopotamian Newspaper of the Gods Project
     ____/1000 Mesopotamia Cultural Cube of Comparison Project
15.) ____/275 Mesopotamia News Broadcast Power Point Extra Credit Option
16.) ____/150 Create-a-God Mini - Project Extra Credit Option
17.) ____/100 The Luring of Enkidu Questions and Worksheet Extra Credit Option

Total Points ____/1600 _____% _____ Letter Grade